Challenges in supporting the creation of data minable regulatory codes: a literature review
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Abstract. As standards and regulatory codes are issued by third party organizations and committees, the project organization can neither control the content of all standards that the projects should adhere to, nor negotiate or make changes to them that can make the project development easier. Moreover, large infrastructure projects require compliance with hundreds of standards of regulations coming from different agencies, with different styles and structures. A new approach is needed, one that results in well written, easily mined standard and codes. In this paper, we report on findings from an exhaustive literature survey that reveals that the area of supporting drafting of regulatory codes for the purpose of making them more data minable has not yet been explored.
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Introduction

Requirements Engineering (RE) is a cornerstone of effective systems engineering [4]. Requirements traceability, as an integral part of RE, helps to determine that requirements have been mapped to corresponding design components which are later implemented and tested in the executable system [21]. Implementing traceability is not only advised as a good practice in managing projects [65], but also required as a standard component of Software Requirements Specifications for IEEE 830-1998 standard [1]. As the size and complexity of software and system engineering projects continue to grow, the task of establishing and maintaining traceability links can easily become overwhelming and exhaustively time consuming, mainly due to the complexity of potential links between the artifacts [2]. Traceability is also used to provide the evidence of compliance with various regulations, regulatory codes and standards. As standards and regulatory codes are issued by third party organizations and committees, the project organization can neither control the content of all standards that the projects should adhere to, nor negotiate or make changes to them that can make the project development easier. Moreover, large infrastructure projects require compliance with hundreds of standards of regulations coming from different agencies, with different styles and structures, in some cases exceeding 1000 pages per a single regulatory code [6]. Regulatory requirements contribute into the challenging growth of complexity in the system engineering automotive development [56]. Fricke and Schultz [32] mention that system development is facing rapidly changing environments in markets, competition, technology, regulatory and societal systems. Browning
points out that the better the market and regulatory environment are understood the more likely the organization can concisely write and correctly interpret stable product requirements [18]. Jain et al. mention standard and regulatory requirements in their systems integration process model [39]. Godau points out changing regulatory and political requirements as part of the issue of complexity [35]. Finally, Valeri and Davidz list legal requirements as one of the challenges and opportunities of a new frontier in empirical research in systems engineering [102].

In this paper, we take our previous research efforts [6] as a starting point towards exploring a new approach to tackle the problem of tracing regulatory codes and standards in large industrial projects. The approach that we consider in this work is focusing on providing guidelines for writing standards and regulatory codes that can be later made data minable in an efficient manner. In this paper, we report findings from an exhaustive literature survey that reveals that this area of research has not yet been explored. The goal of the literature survey is twofold:

- Search for reported evidence in studies about traceability between various types of requirements and regulations, codes and legal documents.
- Search for reported evidence in studies about providing unified models and standards for writing regulatory codes and legal documents that can be more easily searched and data mined.

We have used a hybrid method for conducting literature surveys where we combined experts’ knowledge and recommendations with both querying scientific databases and manually reading abstracts of the most related conferences proceedings and journals.

**Related Work**

Several studies have been published up-to-date about methods and tools for supporting requirements traceability task. Heyens et al. proposes a tool that utilizes the Vector Space Model for information retrieval to automatically retrieve traceability links [36] or trace requirements to defect reports. Cleland-Huang et al. [20] proposed a method of traceability based upon event-notification, or proposed a tool that utilizes probabilistic network model to generate traces between requirements, design elements, code and other artifacts [22][23][55]. Natt och Dag et al. proposed a method and a tool for supporting requirements consolidation activity that uses Vector Space Model (VSM) while finding candidate requirements links [62]. De Lucia et al. proposed a traceability recovery tool based on the Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) approach to information retrieval [25] which has been tested on students’ projects. Finally, Cleland-Huang et al. describe nine best practices for implementing effective automated traceability [21].

In the systems engineering forum, Smartt and Ferreira examines existing research that may guide systems engineering in support of bid and proposal pursuits [73]. Sage and Lynch present an overview of systems integration at all levels of system engineering and management but not in a form of a literature review [68]. Valerdi and Davidz outlined challenges and opportunities in empirical research in systems engineering mentioning the issue of common definition of systems engineering among the accepted standards [102]. Vanek et al. review the systems engineering literature from the metrics and applications in product development perspectives [103]. With respect to literature surveys in software engineering the dominating methodology has currently become the systematic review [45]. Several systematic reviews have been reported in the field of requirements engineering that focus on the elicitation related topics [24][28], cost estimation [40][46], managing quality requirements [79], software engineering in a global context [74] or comparing waterfall and iterative project models [61]. The approach has become so popular that even a systematic review of systematic review has been published [47]. We have found only one systematic review that was focusing on traceability [81].
Research methodology

The literature survey has been conducted using a hybrid approach where we combined three methods for searching the literature: (1) experts’ opinion, (2) database searching and (3) reading titles and abstracts. Albeit the systematic literature review methodology has recently been the dominant search methodology utilized by researcher in software engineering and requirements engineering field [47], we have decided to conduct our literature study using another methodology. The reasons why we did not use the systematic review methodology are twofold: (1) it requires an extensive effort to be conducted [78] and (2) it requires a high accuracy search string in order to query scientific databases which in our case was not possible due to lack of complete knowledge about the terminology that should be used in our search. As pointed out by Staples and Niazi [78], the research question has be to clearly defined and narrowed in order to reduce overall effort, and to improve selection and data extraction. Moreover, since we assume that the area of research we will look for is not established the main goal is to explore this area rather than to summarize the current state of the art. Thus, we decided to use multiple methods to search scientific literature, including both bottom up and top down methodologies. The study has been divided into four phases, depicted in Figure 1 and described in the subsections that follow.

Phase 1 – pre-study review. In the first phase of the study, we conducted a pre-study literature review. The goal of this step was to gain an overview of the terminology in the field of regulations, law and legal requirements as well as find some relevant papers that can serve as a starting point for the survey. Since the requirements engineering field is one that both authors have experience in, it was decided to search for relevant papers and authors in this forum first. Two authors in this area have been particularly active: namely Annie Anton and Travis Breaux. The analysis of their work brought useful insights into which phases and key words should be searched. Several conference, workshop and journal publications of Anton and Breaux et al. have been reviewed in this stage. Moreover, the analysis of references of one of the journal publications written by Anton and Breaux [12] helped to complement the list of terms to look for as well as provided some insights of the state of the research within requirements engineering community.

Among the publications written by Breaux, 7 papers have been selected for a full review. In the case of finding papers highly similar, we have chosen journal publications. According to Breaux and Anton the challenge in tracing regulations to requirements is the fact that regulations are distributed across multiple sections of the standard document [14]. The work by Breaux analyzed in the pre-study focuses on deriving goals, obligations and requirements from different type of regulation and policy documents. In [12] 120 unique goal statements were extracted from over 100 internet policies using a technique called goal mining. Although the paper provides some interesting facts about the number of cross-references in the analyzed documents as well as the patterns that encode rights and obligations, the method used is fully manual and thus not scalable. In [11] the method for extracting rules and obligations from policies and regulations are extended for acquiring and presenting data access requirements and managing priorities between data access requirements. In [10], a process called semantic parameterization was used to derive semantic models from goals mined from privacy policy documents, probably the same as in [12]. The paper does not consider rewriting regulations, only formalizing them using the logic and modeling framework proposed. In [16] a framework that improves accountability by integrating traceability through the policy and requirements lifecycle has been proposed. Finally, in [15] the process of specifying product requirements to comply with Section 508 of the U. S. Workforce Investment Act (WIA) of 1998 is described. Albeit the paper discusses experiences and challenges in the process of mapping a legal
Among the publications that discuss the possibilities of automatic tool support, [16] provides requirements for a tool that can support delegating high-level goals in the organization so that compliance officers and auditors can later evaluate the delegation and refinement decisions made by the personnel. Kiyaviskaya et al. [48] present results from two empirical evaluations of a tool that extracts conceptual models from regulatory texts. Although the tool proposed provides an interesting solution to parsing the input documents using context-free grammars, the transformation rules and annotations are done using an annotation schema constructed beforehand “either automatically or using some learning methods or manual in collaboration with domain experts” [48]. In this case, the construction of the annotation schema has been done manually which implies that the rules are purely heuristics and could have been biased towards the used input data. Moreover, reviewed research effort published by Breux et al. does not consider rewriting or reformulating legal requirements or regulatory codes, they first have to be represented in some kind of logic or other formal description to be then processed and analyzed.

The analysis of work by Anton et al. included over 70 peer-reviewed papers where 3 were selected for full reading and one book chapter was also selected for full reading. The low number of selected papers is because Anton published some work together with Breaux and this work is included in the papers by Breux analyzed in the section above. In [64] the authors survey research efforts over last 50 years in handling legal texts for systems development. Most of the techniques presented in [64] use some kind of logic to model legal texts. Surprisingly, the paper does not report a single study that takes the approach of rewriting legal standards or documents so that the analyses can be automated. In [54] Li et al. present an interesting relational semantics for Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) policies which model the
relationships between different components of P3P statements. Based on semantics they propose preference languages that can query the meaning of a privacy policy rather than its syntactic representation. Finally, in [60] an approach to develop production rules, models to aid acquiring software requirements from regulatory texts in described. The method is implemented in prolog and exemplified on sections of the HIPAA privacy rule. Additionally, we have reviewed the book chapter by Anton et al. [65] that turned out to be an extension of [64] and also read references on the IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering paper written together with Breaux [11]. The analysis of the reference list in [11], added two potential papers [52][53], where one was from the forum that was not known. Although the topic of the included papers was security requirements, we have decided to include both conferences that the papers originated from to the list of forums which proceedings will be checked in the next phase of the study.

**Phase II – Searching for literature.** In this phase, several search strategies have been applied for searching relevant papers. For the purpose of this survey, we have utilized three strategies for collecting data: (1) searching scientific databases with a given search strings, (2) reading titles and abstracts for selected conferences and journal and (3) using experts’ knowledge, experience and the contact network to find relevant papers. The details of each method and its methodology are described in the subsections that follow.

**Searching the databases.** We have searched the following databases: (1) Inspec, which indexes IEEE publications, (2) ACM Digital Library, (3), IHS Int’l, (4) Standards & Specifications, (5) ANSI, (6) Google. The search has been limited to years between 2000 and 2010. Several combinations of the search string including terms related to regulations and standards, traceability and compliance. The details of various search sub-strings with resulting number of titles and abstracts are outlined in Table 1. If the query resulted in more than 50 records only the first 50 were analyzed since the query was sorted by the database engine according to the relevance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEARCH STRING</th>
<th>TITLES</th>
<th>ABSTRACTS</th>
<th>FULL PAPERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“standards” AND “legal requirements”</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“standards” AND “meta models”</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“traceability” AND (“regulations” OR “codes” OR “standards”) AND “requirements”</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 [58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(“standards” OR “codes” OR “regulations”) AND “legal requirements”</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3, [28][48][15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“standards” AND “customer requirements” AND “compliance”</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“meta-model” AND “compliance”</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 [71]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apart from queries the search resulted retrieved 7 individual papers where four ([7][29][50][101]) of them were considered as relevant.

---

1 By standards we mean here not only technical standards.
Reading titles and abstracts of selected proceedings. Next, we have reviewed proceeding of selected conferences and journals. As the first step, conferences and journals within Requirements Engineering field have been examined. The following series of proceedings have been included in this step:

- International Conference on Requirements Engineering - from 1994 to 2009 [92].
- International Workshop on Requirements Engineering Foundation of Software Quality (REFSQ) – from 1994 to 2009 [94].
- Requirements Engineering Journal - issues and volumes from 1997 to 2010 [97].
- International Workshop on Requirements Engineering and Law (ReLaW) – editions 2008 and 2010 [98].

Table 2 - The results of reading titles and abstract of selected conference proceedings and journals in Requirements Engineering field.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proceedings /Journal</th>
<th>Titles</th>
<th>Abstracts</th>
<th>Full Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RE Conference</td>
<td>835</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5, [12], [104], [15], [17], [60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFSQ</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1 [38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE Journal</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3 [2], [37], [59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReLAW workshop</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4, [58], [71], [72], [49]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The summary of findings is outlined in Table 2. Next, we have analyzed proceedings of Software Engineering and systems engineering related conferences and journals. We have also selected some related workshops that may contain relevant papers. The summary in terms of number of titles and abstracts analyzed as well as the number of full papers that were analyzed in the next stage are outlined in Table 3. The following proceedings were analyzed:

- Int. Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE) [82]
- Int. Conference on Machine Learning and Applications (ICMLA) [89]
- Int. Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Law (ICAIL) [90]
- Int. Conference on Global Software Engineering (ICGSE) [83]
- Int. Workshop on Mining Software Repositories at ICSE [91]
- Int. Workshop on Software Engineering in Healthcare at ICSE (SEHC) [86]
- World Congress on Engineering & Computer Science (WCECS) [87]
- Int. Workshop on Traceability in Emerging Forms of SE at ICSE [84]
- International Workshop on SE for Secure Systems at ICSE [85]
- International Conference on Machine Learning and Computing (ICMLC) [88]
- Transactions on Software Engineering Journal (TSE) [99]
- Empirical Software Engineering Journal (ESEJ) [93]
- Information and Software Technology Journal (IST) [96]
- Software Quality Journal (SQJ) [95]
- Systems Engineering Journal (SEJ)
- Conference on Systems Engineering Research (CSER)
We have also reviewed systems engineering related literature. In particular, we have been interested in the proceedings of the INCOSE Symposium on Systems Engineering, systems engineering journal and Conference on Systems Engineering Research. Three papers have been identified for full analysis in this phase ([100], [57] and [30]). We have also read titles of all papers published in the Systems Engineering journal proceedings (up to volume 14 issue 1). Out of total 304 titles we have found 3 abstracts and 0 full papers that are relevant to the topic. After reading titles of papers published at the CSER conference (between years 2004 and 2010) we have added 431 titles found 3 abstract potentially interesting and one full paper [6].

**Using experts’ knowledge and experience to search relevant papers.** In the last phase of searching for literature, we used practical knowledge and the contact network of the second author, who is an experienced practitioner in the requirements engineering and system engineering fields. We have also asked two other independent professionals (one Professor in the Software Engineering field and one Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering) to help with finding related articles. The experts used their contacts network to ask about related
publications and review the history of past project and industrial experience to recall related publications. The resulting set of 10 papers added to the analysis set: [5], [6],[7],[19],[31],[33],[41],[42],[43], [51]

Results

In this section, we present the results of the survey using visualization and methodology of a systematic map approach [66]. To categorize the resulting set of 46 papers, we have used three categories, namely: contribution facet, research facet and topic facet. The first two categories were reused from the paper by Petersen et al. [66] while the third category has been created for the purpose of this study.

In the first category the papers were examined based on the contribution that they provided. The possible values for this category are: (1) metric, (2) tool, (3) model, (4) method or (5) process. The possible values for the research facet category are: (1) evaluation research, (2) validation research, (3) solution proposal, (4) philosophical paper, (5) experience report and (6) opinion paper. The third category has been defined in relation to our research questions and has the following values: (1) regulatory codes creating, (2) regulatory codes tracing, (3) regulatory codes searching and analyzing, (4) law creating, (5) law tracing and (6) law searching and analysis. Papers not explicitly mentioning traceability, but describing similar analysis steps as for establishing traces between the artifacts, were categorized into searching and analyzing. The categorization step has been done by two authors, working independently. The results were compared, discussed and conflicts were resolved during a consolidation meeting. The summary of the categorization is depicted in Figure 2.

Among the evaluation research papers (34.7% of all papers in category), 6 papers (13.04%, [75], [69], [77], [104], [15], [58]) were categorized as law searching and analyzing. Four papers in this category (8.7%, [22], [33], [6], [2]) describe tracing regulatory codes to requirements, while another four (8.7%, [19], [43], [17], [11]) searching and analyzing regulatory codes. Among experience reports category (15.2% of all papers), two papers address the creating regulations category ([57], [101]), two others tracing to regulatory codes and three analyzing regulatory codes ([53], [37], [100]). Among opinion papers (6.52 % of all papers), we have found one paper in the category of analyzing of legal texts ([49]) and two papers about creating regulations ([7], [50]). In the philosophical papers category, three papers ([38], [72] and [44]) describes the analysis of law and legal documents (6.32%), two analyzing regulations ([80], [44] 4.55%) and one issues related to creating regulations [31]. The second biggest category is the solution papers (28.2%). In this case, we categorized one paper as creating regulations [29] six papers as analyzing regulations [105], [52], [41], [51], [58], [30] (13.04%) and six papers as searching and analyzing law documents [67], [9], [8], [59], [71], [60]. Finally one paper [12] has been categorized as validation research and describes searching and analyzing law facet.

Among the second category of analysis (visualized on the right side of the Y-axis in Figure 2 as positive values), 41.9% of all papers (19 papers) describe a method. In this case, 8 papers (17.39 %) discuss searching and analyzing law documents. 13.64% (7 papers) discuss searching and analyzing regulatory codes (15.22 %). The remaining three papers (6.52 %) [6], [22], [33], describes tracing between requirements and regulatory codes and finally one paper ([50]) falls into the category of creating regulatory codes. Six papers (13% of all papers) were categorized into the model category, two for creating regulations ([27], [29 ] and one for creating law ([3]). Furthermore three papers describe models for searching and analyzing law documents (9), 8, [58]). For the papers describing a process (26% of all papers), four papers [7], [31], [57], [101] describe the process of creating regulatory codes, one paper the process of tracing regulatory codes [5] and four papers the process of searching and analyzing regulatory
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codes [53], [37], [17] and [100]. Finally, three papers were categorized as searching and analyzing law documents [38], [44] and [49].

Seven papers describe tools (15.2% of all papers); three of them were categorized as tools for searching and analyzing regulatory codes ([19], [42] and [43]). Two other papers describe tools for searching and analyzing law documents ([67] and [75]). Finally one paper ([2], 2.27%) describes a tool for tracing regulatory codes while the other paper [70] describes a tool for creating law documents. The last category in this dimension of analysis is the metric category where we categorized two papers. One paper describes metrics for searching and analyzing regulatory codes [30] and one paper describes techniques for searching and analyzing law documents [15].

Challenges and new research areas discovered. Among the papers analyzed in this survey, six papers were categorized in the creating regulations category. Two of them have been categorized as opinion papers [7], [50]. In [50], Lane states that companies should stop creating different standards and start collaboration on common, preferably global standards that will help better satisfy customers’ needs and stop “recent format fights”. Moreover, Lane advises companies to review their participation in standards bodies to ensure that their membership contributes to those organizations’ best practices. In [7], Best describes the characteristics in terms of similarities and differences between various standards organizations.

![Summary of the results of the survey](image)

Figure 2 – The summary of the results of the study.

Two papers have been categorized into the experience report category [57], [100]. In [100], Updegrove describes the raise of a new type of organization to address the situation of providing a set of tightly coordinated standards for many different standards organizations. This organization should be responsible for assembling standards suites, rather than setting the standards themselves. Thus, the paper operates on a meta-level of standards rather than the
individual standards level which may only be partly useful for the purpose of data mining (applicable only for the selection of the input data phase). In the second paper, Mackey [57] describes the regulatory history and environment for development of telecommunications systems in the United States.

Regarding the solution proposal for creating a regulatory codes category, Dori et al. [29] propose a combined, model-based structured graphical and textual meta-standard approach for specification, verification and validation of complex systems in general and ISO enterprise standards in particular. The core of the proposed solution is representing requirements for complex systems and in particular standards using a constrained, standard subset of English. This subset of English can be automatically translated into the OPM model representation which is later used for validation and verification. However, the authors do not discuss if and how this representation can improve the results of linguistic algorithms while searching for traceability links between requirements and regulations.

Finally one paper in the creating regulations category turned out to be a philosophical paper where Fenves et al. [31] stress the need for research that addresses the inadequacies of the current representation of standards and creates models that are able to represent all, or almost all, of the different types of provisions in any given standard. A more unified representation should deliver a much richer set of processing functionalities that can better support using design standards in earlier phases of design; support treatment of multiple standards available from distributed sources and determine what type of support is needed from the textual version of a design standard to the formal models which are computable.

Apart from supporting the process of creating regulatory codes, our study revealed a lack of publications that address or support the process of tracing to law documents. Moreover, only two publications were categorized to the law creating category [3], [70]. Bench-Capon [3] presents a study from 1987 that is addressing the provision of knowledge based decision support to large legislation based organization. The particular, organization providing the focus of this project is the UK’s Department of Health and Social Security, which is responsible for making and administrating law relating to Social Security benefits. The system provides a formalization of the knowledge required while drafting regulations. PROLOG was used as the modeling language. However, the author did not address or discuss the issue of writing more data minable regulatory documents. In the second paper, Schweighofer et al. [70] present a KONTERM system where legal knowledge about concepts and documents is represented by a knowledge base which is structured by statistical and connectionist methods. However, although the results shows that neural methods in combination with statistical methods are a very promising tool for the computation of similarities in large text corpora, it remains an open question whether or not this was of partitioning will be beneficial for automatic methods for supporting traceability.

**Conclusions**

Regulatory codes and standards, for the most part, are written today the way they were a century ago. However, the number and variety of regulatory codes impacting large and mega-projects has exploded (e.g. environmental codes). On an infrastructure project recently that one of the authors was involved with, there were over 300 regulatory codes that potentially impacted project activities and deliverables. Complying with the many and varied standards and codes can easily strain the resources of an organization; failing to understand and follow them can result in severe consequences for the organization and the public at large.

A new approach is needed, one that results in well written, easily mined standard and codes. As a corollary, a similar approach is needed at the other end of the tracing structure, e.g. contract and system requirements. For a start, a universal glossary would help, something, for
example, such as the North American Industry Classification System. Automated tracing techniques are not industrially viable unless the recall metric exceeds 90% [21]. With our current knowledge of data mining and text processing, it should be possible through research to come up with, in the near future, techniques for creating standards, regulatory codes, and other project documents for which automatic tracing can completely replace the current onerous and error prone manual techniques.
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